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ABSTRACT 
 The purpose of this study is to investigate the phoneme elision process in the Dari 
Persian dialect of the Rustaq district. Rustaq Persian dialect is one of the Dari Persian dialects 
that has been prevalent in this country since the distant past years. Today, investigating the 
phoneme elision process in various dialects has been the focus of many researchers; but no 
research can investigate the elision process in Rustaq Persian dialect yet. This problem 
encouraged the writer to investigate the phoneme elision process in the Rustaq Persian dialect 
by using the synchronic approach. This research has been done by descriptive-analytical 
method and the method of collecting data has been done by field research. In this research, we 
have interviewed 54 residents of Rustaq district. We analyzed the data after transcribing and 
categorizing. The findings of this research show that the people of Rustaq continuously omit 
some phonemes in their informal speech. Among the consonants in the elision process, the 
contribution of glottal-fricative consonant /h/ and glottal-plosive consonant /ʔ/ are more than 
other consonants. Among the vowels, short vowels are often exposed to the elision process. 
Elision of consonants mostly occurs in the boundary of two morphemes and at the end of the 
word, and elision of vowels mostly occurs in the middle of the word. The number of syllables 
in the word is reduced in the elision of vowels. 
 
Keywords: Elision process, Dari Persian language, Rustaq dialect, phoneme  
 
Introduction 

Rustaq is the most populated district of Takhar province. The center of this district is 
about 100 km from Taloqan city, the capital of Takhar province. This city is located in a low-
water valley in the north of sawed-off mountains. This city was considered one of the most 
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important trade centers and was located on the main Indo-Bukhara Road at the end of the 19th 
century. Even in the first 20 years of the 20th century, it had an opportunity for commercial 
adjacency with Peshawar through Faizabad Chatral (Saidian, 2004, vol. 4, p. 4960). 

The residents of Rustaq are mostly Tajiks and Uzbeks. Other ethnic groups live 
scattered in this land, and their number is unremarkable. The people of Rustaq speak Dari 
Persian and Uzbek languages, but the use of the Persian language is more common. In Rustaq, 
it is difficult to find people who are not familiar with the Dari Persian language or who do not 
benefit from Persian in official, administrative, and educational activities. Rustaq Persian 
dialect is one of the pure Dari Persian dialects, which has been popular in this land since the 
distant past years. This dialect has preserved many characteristics of the Dari Persian dialect 
of the Takharestan region. The Rustaq people have played their part in maintaining the 
cultural values and linguistic authenticity of the civilization of their ancestors; so that many 
linguistic forms of the past periods of the Dari Persian language are still preserved in the 
Rustaq dialect. 

One of the ways that helps the researchers to understand some linguistic features is to 
deal with phonological processes. In contemporary times, phonological processes in various 
dialects have attracted the attention of several linguists. Phoneme elision is one of these 
processes that can be investigated in various dialects. 

The phoneme elision process in the Rustaq Persian dialect is one of the most common 
phonological processes. Rustaq people constantly miss some consonants and vowels in their 
informal speech, but research that can investigate the phoneme elision process scientifically 
and linguistically has not been seen yet. Therefore, examining the phoneme elision process in 
the Rustaq Persian dialect shows the necessity of doing it. 

This research provides a lot of information about phoneme elision in the Rustaq 
Persian dialect for the readers. On the one hand, the present research can help the researchers 
in investigating the phoneme elision process in other dialects and comparing it with the 
Rustaq Persian dialect, and on the other hand, it can play its role in expanding the field of 
Dari Persian dialectology studies.  

The main goal of this study is to investigate the phoneme elision process in Rustaq 
Persian dialect. In this research, the researcher intends to answer the question, which types of 
phonemes are facing to be deleted in Rustaq Persian dialect? In general, this research seeks to 
show the elision of consonants, vowels, and semi-vowels in the Rustaq Persian dialect by 
using the synchronic approach. 
 
Literature Review 

Valuable research has been done about the phoneme elision process in the Dari 
Persian language. Many researchers have addressed this issue in discussions of grammar, 
phonetics, and phonology, and many others have independently investigated the process of 
voice elision in Dari Persian.  

Mahootian wrote a book titled “Persian language grammar from a typology 
perspective” (2011). This book contains three sections: grammar, syntax, and phonology. The 
writer has described the colloquial language style of educated people in Tehran in the context 
of studying synchronics. In the phonology section of this book, he examined the process of 
phonemes elision in the Persian language and commented as follows: “The number of elision 
processes in the Persian language is productive, that most of them are related for the 
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simplification of consonant clusters. Consonants /h/ and /ʔ/ are omitted more than other 
consonants”. 

In the book “Phonology: Phonetics”, Haq-shonas (2013) claimed that he made the 
principles and basics of phonetics available to the Persian reader for the first time. In the 
eighth chapter of this book, while explaining the phonetic processes, he considered it 
necessary to distinguish between two types of elision processes in the language: one is 
historical elision, based on a phonetic unit that is deleted from a certain phonetic chain by 
following historical rules, and another is an elision of the structure which is depended to the 
rules of the sound system of the language that governs the combination of sounds in the 
speech chain. 

Badakhshan and Zamani (2013) analyzed and described the elision process in an 
article in the Kurdish language: Kalahri dialect. In this article, the writers have placed the 
Kurdish language among those languages that can be seen in the elision process of V1 and V2 
when the vowels converge at the point of contact of the suffix and the lexical root. 

Kurd Zafaranlou Kambozia (2014) has endeavored to write a book under the title 
“Phonology: the foundation approaches principles”. Moreover, he analyzed and examined the 
new and popular theories in the field of phonology in this book, he explained and applied 
these theories in the Persian language and Iranian dialects. In addition, the writer has added 
the exercise book, which contains various examples of dialects and accents in Iran, to 
complete the phonological information and print it in one volume. The eighth chapter of this 
work has been dedicated to the processes of shortening, elision, and insertion. In the same 
chapter, the elision process has been explained under the titles of vowel elision, consonant 
elision, and elision in Iranian dialects. The writer believes that in the Persian language, 
polysyllabic words with long lengths become shorter through the elision process of a vowel, 
which is common in continuous speech. Consonants are continuously deleted like vowels in 
speech, too. 

Also, Zafaranlou Kambozia et al. (2019) examined different types of elision in the 
framework of the Optimality theory in an article under the title of “Elision process in the 
Persian language”, both from the point of view of the position and context that is deleted. The 
results of this research show that consonants are deleted more than vowels. Among the 
phonemes of the Persian language, plosive consonants and short vowels are more likely to be 
deleted. 

The conducted research shows that the phoneme elision process in the language is a 
common thing, and all dialects face the phoneme elision process. Therefore, the present study 
investigates the phoneme elision process in the Rustaq Persian dialect. 

 
Phoneme Elision Process 

Elision is a process in which phonemes are removed from specific phonetic textures. 
This process occurs in many languages of the world (O’Gardy et al., 2018: 72). The process 
of elision occurs mostly in speech and causes variation in the syllable structure and provides 
an acceptable syllabic or lexical pattern in the phonology of a language (Kord-e zafaranlu 
kamboziya and et al., 2019: 2). The process of elision in a language is divided into two types: 
one is historical elision, based on a phonetic unit which is deleted from a certain phonetic 
chain by following historical rules, and another is elision of the structure which is depended to 
the rules of the sound system of the language that governs the combination of sounds in the 
speech chain (Haq-shonas, 2013: 157). This process happens in everyone’s speech and it is 
not appropriate to consider it as a disordered expression and pronounced out of laziness. If we 
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always deny the regular pattern of elision in a language, the result will be a speech that looks 
too artificial (Yule, 2012: 74). Elision is against insertion, and a phonetic unit may be deleted 
from the beginning, middle, or end of the word (Kord-e zafaranlu kamboziya, 2014: 367). 
Elision is normally a variable rule. In formal speech, speakers try to pronounce all the 
phonemes in words; but in informal style, the phoneme elision process is common and can 
probably be considered as a rule (Mahootian, 2011: 319). The elision process is allowed and 
applicable as long as the meaning of the word and vocabulary is not lost and does not change 
the meaning of the word (Yamin, 2015: 127). 

 
Research Method 

This research has been done by descriptive-analytical method and the method of 
collecting data is field method. In this research, 54 natives of Rustaq were interviewed. People 
in different categories participated in the interview such as urban and rural people, men and 
women, educated and uneducated people from various occupations, with different age ranges 
of 24 to 85. In this research, 184 examples of elision cases have been collected. The process 
of interviewing with educated and illiterate people was different; illiterate people were forced 
to speak without being aware of the researcher’s goals, and data was extracted from the 
conversation with them; but before starting the interview with the educated people, a number 
of them were graduated students of Dari Persian language and literature faculty, the research’s 
goal was explained to them clearly. After collecting the data, it was transcribed and 
categorized, then, it was analyzed with a synchronic approach. 
 
Data analysis 

In this section, we will examine the process of elision in phonetic units such as 
consonants, vowels, consonant-vowel, and vowel-consonant elision sequences by using the 
synchronic approach in Rustaq Persian dialect. 
 
Elision of Vowel 

Some Persian words are produced in two types of syllabic construction. In these 
words, two short syllables (CVC) at the beginning of the word are usually changed to one 
syllable (CVC) by elision of the second vowel. Persian speakers tend to use middle syllables. 
In the Persian language, the presence of heavy syllables (cvcc) or the frequency of short 
syllables (cv) has created a kind of irregularity in the words. Converting the syllable (cvcv) to 
the syllable (cvc) through the elision process of the vowel tells the prevalence of these 
syllables in the Persian language (Kord-e zafaranlu kamboziya, 2014: 268). In the Rustaq 
Persian language dialect, there are examples that two short syllables at the beginning of the 
word have become one syllable by elision of the second vowel. 

 
Table 1. Elision of short vowel from the second syllable of the beginning of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
o beŝnaw beŝonaw  بشنو 
o borgêz begorêz بگریز 
o benwês  benawês  بنویس 
o boŝnâs beŝonâs  بشناس 
o nagzaŝt nagozaŝt  نگذشت 
o bozgar begozar بگذر 
a bondâz beandâz  بینداز 

In the Rustaq Persian dialect, it is sometimes seen that a long syllable and a short 
syllable at the beginning of the word become one syllable. This happens when the inflectional 
prefix /mê/ is added to the past tense and the present tense. In this case, the short vowel is 
deleted from the first syllable of the verb. 
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Table 2. Elision of short vowels from the first syllable of verb-root 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

o mêŝnasam mêŝonasam شناسم می 
o&d mêŝkana mêŝokanad شکندمی 

o mêndâx̂t mêandâx̂t مینداخت 
o mêfrox̂t mêforux̂t فروخت می 
o mêgzâŝt mêgozâŝt گذاشت می 

In the Dari Persian language, the phoneme elision process occurs whenever a closed 
word begins with a vowel which is joined to a noun or a preposition ending with a vowel, or 
when an agreement ending termination ends with a stem ending with a vowel. In this case, the 
vowel of the beginning clitic and the agreement ending termination is deleted (Mahootian, 
2011: 327). In Rustaq Persian dialect, we did not find any evidence that a vowel is omitted 
between the preposition and clitic, or the beginning vowel of an agreement ending termination 
is lost from pronunciation after joining with the stem; except there are some cases where the 
vowel of clitic has been omitted after joining to the end of the noun. 

 
Table 3. Elision of vowel of cliticafter attachment to theclitic with vowel 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
a x̂ânam x̂âna-am ام خانھ 
a baĉat baĉa-at ات بچھ 
a bînît bînî-at ات بینی 
a lanaŝ lâna-aŝ اش لانھ 
a dânaŝ dâna-aŝ اش دانھ 
a ŝanaŝ ŝana-aŝ اش شانھ 

In the Rustaq Persian dialect, elision of the long vowel from the second syllable of the 
word is less common, and we have come across an example of it, in this research. 

 
Table 4. Elision of the long vowel from the second syllable of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
î x̂alfa x̂alîfa  خلیفھ 

Sometimes, in the Persian dialect of Rustaq, a short vowel falls from the last syllable of the 
word.  

Table 5. Elision of the short vowel from the last syllable of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

a albat albata  البتھ 
 

The samples show that in 10 cases the short vowel /a/, in 9 cases the short vowel /o/ 
and in one case the long vowel /i/ have been deleted. Usually, the vowels are deleted from the 
first syllable of the verb stem after joining with the emphasis prefix /be-/, the negative prefix 
/na-/ and the prefix /mê-/. Also, the vowel of the clitics lost its pronunciation after it was 
joined with clitics. 
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Graph 1. Elision of vowels by mentioning its type 

Elision of semi-vowels 
Semi-vowels are the phonemes that sometimes form the root of a syllable in the 

phonetic system of the language and are used as vowels and sometimes do not form the root 
of a syllable and do the role of a consonant (Dour-andish, 2018: 103). Semi-vowels appear at 
the beginning and middle of syllables, and morphemes and words appear alone and as 
consonants; except at the end of syllables and morphemes, they are part of compound vowels. 
In the Dari Persian language, there are two semi-vowels, which are /w/ and /y/ (Yamin, 2015: 
50). In the Rustaq Persian dialect, these two semi-vowels can be recognized and are lost in 
normal speech. 
Elision of the semi-vowel /y/ 

This semi-vowel is mostly deleted from the end of the word, less than the beginning of 
the word and rarely from the middle of the word less than between two morphemes. 

 
Table 6. Elision of semi-vowel (y) from the end of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
y ru ruy روی 
y mu muy موی 
y jâ jây جای 

 
Table 7. Elision of semi-vowel (y) from the first part of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
y âsamin yâsamin  یاسمین 
y âl yâl  یال 
y âftam yâftam  یافتم 
y ax̂ yax̂ یخ 

 
Table 8. Elision of semi-vowel (y) from the first part of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
y pâpoŝ pâypoŝ پوش پای 
y bâskol bâyskol  بایسکل 
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Elision of semi-vowel /w/ 
In the Persian dialect of Rustaq, found only two cases where the semi-vowel /w/ lost 

its pronunciation. 
Table 9. Elision of semi-vowel (w) 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
w bora beraw برو 
w nara naraw نرو 

 
In the elision process of the phoneme in the Rustaq Persian dialect, the semi-vowel /y/ 

is mostly deleted rather than semi-vowel /w/. The semi-vowel /y/ is mostly removed from the 
beginning and end of the words and less from the middle of words; but the elision of the semi-
vowel /w/ is observed at the end of words. In this research, we were faced with 9 cases with 
the elision of the semi-vowel /y/ and in 2 cases with the elision of the semi-vowel /w/.

 
Graph 2. The semi-vowels elision 

Elision of the consonant  
Consonants are always faced with the elision process in spoken language, like vowels. 

The elision process happens more in some consonants (Kord-e zafaranlu kamboziya, 2014: 
270) and less in others. In the Rustaq Persian dialect, there are many examples indicating the 
elision of some consonants from the beginning, middle, and end of the words. 
 
Elision of glottal fricative consonant /h/ 

The consonant /h/ is deleted more than other consonants in the Rustaq dialect. This 
consonant is deleted from monosyllabic and polysyllabic words. The consonant /h/ is 
sometimes deleted from the beginning, middle, and end of a simple word, and sometimes it 
falls out of pronunciation in the boundary of two morphemes in derived and compound words. 

 
Table 10. Elision of the glottal consonant /h/ from the beginning of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 
h amza hamza  ھمزه 

h &n amî hamîn  ھمین 
h amîŝa hamîŝa  ھمیشھ 
h ama hama  ھمھ 
h amâyûn homâyûn  ھمایون 
h amrâh hamrâh  ھمراه 
h amu homân ھمان 
h âla hâla حال 
h âlat hâlat  حالت 
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Table 11. Elision of the glottal consonant /h/ among the simple words 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

h ŝar ŝahr شھر 
h fam fahm فھم 
h palû pahlû پھلو 
h qar qahr قھر 
h mataw mahtab  مھتاب 
h sam sahm سھم 
h surâb sorâb  سھراب 
h palawân pahlawân  پھلوان 
h memân mehmân  مھمان 
h betar behtar بھتر 
h zen zehn ذھن 
h kona kohna کھنھ 
h borân borhân  برھان 
h elâm elhâm  الھام 

 
Table 12. Elision of the glottal consonant /h/ from the end of the simple words 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 
h sepâ sepâh  سپاه 
h ku kuh کوه 
h kagâ pagâh  پگاه 
h ŝabê ŝabêh  شبیھ 
h de dah  ده 
h kâ kâh کاه 
h goru goruh گروه 
h gonâ gonâh  گناه 
h negâ negâh  نگاه 
h baŝgâ baŝgâh  باشگاه 
h dâneŝgâ dâneŝgâh  دانشگاه 
h ârâyeŝgâ ârâyeŝgâh  آرایشگاه 

 
Table 13. Elision of the glottal consonant /h/ in boundary of two morphemes 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
h dâktarâ dâktarhâ   داکترھا 
h dox̂tara dox̂tarha  دخترھا 
h gapâ gaphâ ھا گپ 
h betar behtar بھتر 
h man am man ham ھم من 
h ranomâ rahnomâ نما ره 
h sobâna sobhâna  صبحانھ 
h x̂oŝâl x̂uŝhâl حال خوش 

 
Elision of the plosive-glottal consonant /ʔ/ 

Glottal consonant /ʔ/is deleted from the beginning, middle, and end of the word in 
Rustaq Persian dialect. The elision of this consonant has a high frequency in the Rustaq 
Persian dialect. Glottal consonant /ʔ/ is deleted at the beginning of a word before a vowel, in 
the middle of a word between two vowels, and at the end of a word sometimes from 
consonant clusters and sometimes after long vowels. 
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Table 14. Elision of the glottal consonant /ʔ/ from the beginning of the word 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

ʔ âmel ʔâmel عامل 
ʔ âbed ʔâbed عابد 
ʔ alam ʔalam علم 
ʔ omar ʔomar  عمر 
ʔ abd ʔabd عبد 
ʔ aziz ʔaziz عزیز 
ʔ azim ʔazim  عظیم 

 
Table 15. Elision of the glottal consonant /ʔ/ from the middle of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
ʔ masum maʔsum معصوم 
ʔ malum mʔalum معلوم 
ʔ nara naʔra نعره 
ʔ maŝuq maʔŝuq معشوق 
ʔ maruf maʔruf معروف 
ʔ bad baʔd بعد 
ʔ asâb aʔsâb  اعصاب 
ʔ qala qalʔa  قلعھ 
ʔ dafa dafʔa  دفعھ 
ʔ mayŝat maʔiŝat  معیشت 
ʔ merâj meʔrâj معراج 

 
Table 16. Elision of the glottal consonant /ʔ/ from the end of the word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 
ʔ jam jamʔ  جمع 
ʔ ŝam ŝamʔ  شمع 
ʔ weda wedaʔ  وداع 
ʔ sama samaʔ  سماع 
ʔ bay  bayʔ  بیع 
ʔ rafi rafiʔ  رفیع 
ʔ tâlê tâleʔ  طالع 
ʔ tolu toluʔ  طلوع 
ʔ ŝorû ŝorûʔ شروع 

 
Elision of the plosive consonant /t/ 

In the Dari Persian language, consonant clusters ending with a dental plosive /t/ are 
deleted in the boundary of two morphemes. If the second component of the cluster is /st/, /ŝt/, 
and there is no vowel after it, the consonant /t/ is not pronounced (Mahootian, 2011: 326). 
Such cases can be seen a lot in the Persian dialect of Rustaq. 

Table 17. Elision of the consonant /t/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

t dasmâl dast-mâl مال دست 
t haŝsâla haŝt-sâla سالھ ھشت 
t gaŝzani gaŝt-zani زنی گشت 
t dusdâri dust-dâri داری دوست 
t dasrasi dast-rasi رسی دست 
t dasĉin dast-ĉin چین دست 
t daskaŝ dast-kaŝ کش دست 
t dasgir dast-gir گیر دست 
t x̂âs-gâri x̂âst-gâri گاری خواست 
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Sometimes, the consonant /t/ from the cluster /st/ or /ŝt/ is deleted from the end of the 
word without being in the boundary of two morphemes, in the Rustaq Persian dialect. 

Table 18. Elision of the consonant /t/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

t as ast  است 
t doros dorost  درست 
t râs râst  راست 
t guŝ guŝt  گوشت 
t pus pust  پوست 
t ĉis ĉist  چیست 
t nês nêst  نیست 

In Rustaq Persian dialect, there are some cases where the consonant /t/ is deleted from 
the clusters /ft/, /bt/ and /qt/. 

Table 19. Elision of the consonant /t/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

t hafsâla haft-sâla سالھ ھفت 
t sabkard sabt kard  ثبت کرد 
t gofki goft ki گفت کھ 
t hiĉwaq hiĉ-waqt وقت ھیچ 

 
Elision of the plosive consonant /d/ 

In the Persian language, when the consonant /d/ is placed at the end of the word and 
preceded by the consonant /n/, the consonant /d/ is deleted from the word. This omission 
mostly occurs in the third-person plural suffix (-and). In the Persian dialect of Rustaq, the 
elision of the consonant /d/ from the suffix of the third person plural is very noticeable. 

Table 20. Elision of the consonant /d/ from the suffix of third plural person 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

d raftan raftand  رفتند 
d goftan goftand  گفتند 
d x̂urdan x̂urdand خوردند 
d didan didand  دیدند 
d dawidan dawidand  دویدند 
d boridan boridand  بریدند 
d ŝanidan ŝanidand  شنیدند 
d x̂aridan x̂aridand  خریدند 
d x̂andidan x̂andidand  خندیدند 

Also, the consonant /d/ is sometimes deleted from the end of the word when it comes 
after the vowel/a/ in this dialect. This type of elision often occurs in the suffix of the third 
person singular of the present verb (-ad). 

Table 21. Elision of the consonant /d/ from the suffix of third singular person – from present verb 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

d dâra dârad دارد 
d mêkona mê-konad کندمی 
d mêrawa mê-rawad رودمی 
d mêbâŝa mê-bâŝad باشد می 
d mêbina mê-binad بیند می 
d mê-bara mê-barad بردمی 
d mefdawa mefdawad دودمی 
d mêx̂ara mêx̂arad خردمی 
d mêdâna mêdânad داند می 
d mêŝawa mêŝawad شودمی 
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In Rustaq Persian dialect, there are some cases that the consonant /d/ is deleted after 
the consonants /n/, /z/ and /d/ in the boundary of two morphemes. 

Table 22. Elision of the consonant /d/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription Word 

d ĉannafar ĉand-nafar چند نفر 
d pânza pânzda  پانزده 
d ŝânza ŝânzda  شانزده 
d  balangu beland-gu   بلندگو 
d dozgir dozd-gir دزدگیر 
d tonbâd tond-bâd  تندباد 
d qandani qand-dani دانی قند 

Elision of the trill consonant /r/ 
In the Persian dialect of Rustaq, the consonant /r/ is sometimes deleted from the 

middle and end of the word. The frequency of elision of the consonant /r/ at the end of the 
word is more usual. 

Table 23. Elision of the consonant /r/ in middle of the word 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

r kad kard کرد 

r&z box̂i bar-x̂iz برخیز 
 

Table 24. Elision of the consonant /r/ from the end of the word and morpheme 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

r besyâ besyâr  بسیار 
r begi begir بگیر 
r box̂o bex̂or بخور 
r aga agar اگر 
r diga digar دیگر 
r da dar  در 

Elision of the nasal consonant /n/ 
In the Persian dialect of Rustaq, the consonant /n/ is deleted after the vowel at the end 

of the words. 
Table 25. Elision of the consonant /r/ at the end of word 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 
n ami hamin  ھمین 
n ma man من 
n bi bin  بین 
n ko kon کن 
n yak-ta yak-tan  یک تن 
n x̂iŝâ x̂iŝân  خویشان 
n zanâ zanân زنان 

 
Elision of the plosive consonants /k/ and /g/ 

In Rustaq Persian dialect, there are some cases that the consonants /k/ and /g/ are 
deleted in the middle of the word. 

Table 26. Elision of the consonants /k/ and /g/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

g janjâl jangjâl جال جنگ 
k matab maktb  مکتب 
k tazang tak-zang زنگ تک 
k kuĉa kukĉa (نام رود) کوکچھ 
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Elision of the plosive consonant /j/ 
In the Rustaq dialect, this consonant is deleted from the /nj/ cluster in the boundary of 

two morphemes if it is placed before the fricative consonants /ŝ/ and /s/. 
Table 27. Elision of the consonant /j/ 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 
j panŝanba panjŝanba شنبھ پنج 
j panŝêr panjŝir شیر پنج 
j pansêra panjsira  سیره پنج 
j pansetâra panjsetâra ستاره پنج 

 
Elision of the bilabial consonant /b/ 
This consonant is sometimes deleted from the consonant cluster /mb/ and it is sometimes 
deleted after the stretched phoneme /u/. 

Table 28. Elision of the consonant /b/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

b bam bamb  بمب 
b jâru jârub جارو 

 
Elision of the fricative consonant /z/ 

In Rustaq dialect, only three cases were found that the consonant /z/ was deleted after 
the long vowels. 

Table 29. Elision of the consonant /j/ 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

z ĉi ĉiz چیز 
z box̂ê barx̂êz برخیز 
z bâ bâz باز 

The evidences show that in 43 cases the consonant /h/, in 27 cases the consonant /ʔ/, in 
26 cases the consonant /d/, in 21 cases the consonant /t/, in 8 cases the consonant /r/, in 7 
cases the consonant /n/, in 4 cases the consonant /j/, in 3 cases the consonant /z/, in 3 cases the 
consonant /k/, in 2 cases the consonant /b/ and in one case the consonant /g/ have been 
deleted. 

 
Graph 3. Elision of consonant types 

Elision of the consonant and vowel sequences 
In the Rustaq Persian dialect, we sometimes face with the elision of vowel-consonant 

or consonant-vowel sequences, and such elision causes the reduction of some syllables in the 
word. In this dialect, the elision of consonant-vowel sequence is more than the elision of 
vowel-consonant sequence. 
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Table 30.Elision of consonant – vowel sequences 
Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 

wa mêram mêrawam روممی 
qi daqa daqiqa  دقیقھ 
bo bin bobbin  ببین 
bo bar bobar ببر 
ʔa sât sâʔat  ساعت 
ya jâm jâyam  جایم 
ya mêâm mêâyam آیم می 
do pâĉâ pâdoŝâh  پادشاه 

 
Table 31. Elision of vowel – consonant sequences 

Deleted phonemes Rustaq dialect  Standard transcription word 
eh dan dehan دھن 
eh mêtom mêdeham دھم می 
em qâymaqâm qâyemmaqâm  قایم مقام 

In the Rustaq Persian dialect, consonant-vowel sequence elision is more than vowel-
consonant sequence elision. It is known from the samples that in 8 cases we have witnessed 
the consonant-vowel sequence and in 3 cases we have witnessed the elision of vowel-
consonant sequence. 

 
Graph 4. Elision of consonant – vowel and vowel – consonant sequences 

The results of this study show that among 184 data, we are faced in 19 cases with vowel 
elision, in 11 cases with semi-vowel elision, in 154 cases with consonant elision, in 8 cases 
with consonant-vowel sequence elision, and in 3 cases with vowel-consonant sequence 
elision.  

Graph 5. The percentage of phonemes’ elision 
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Conclusion 
Elision is a phonological process that leads to the loss of some phonemes in the 

phonetic chain. This process is very common in the Persian dialect of Rustaq. In informal 
style, Rustaq speakers drop some consonants, vowels and semi-vowels in their pronunciation. 
In this dialect, the consonants are deleted more rather than vowels and semi-vowels. The 
process of elision occurs more in some consonants and less in others. In this dialect, glottal-
fricative consonants /h/ and glottal-plosive /ʔ/ are omitted more than other consonants; but 
case of elision in plosive /j/, fricative /z/, bilabial /b/, and plosive /k/ and /g/ are comparatively 
less. In the Rastaq dialect, vowels have the most cases of elision after consonants omitting 
two short syllables and sometimes a long syllable with a short syllable; vowels causes at the 
beginning of the word to become one syllable. Commonly, vowels are omitted from the first 
syllable of the root after the attachment prefix /b/, the negation prefix /na-/ and the continuous 
prefix /mê/ are joined. The short vowels /o/ and /a/ are more exposed to the elision process 
among the vowels. In the Persian dialect of Rustaq city, semi-vowels are sometimes lost. The 
cases of elision of semi-vowel /y/ are more rather than semi-vowel /w/. The semi-vowel /y/ 
elision occurs more from the beginning and end of words, and less from between words. In 
the Rastaq dialect, the deletion of the semivowel /w/ occurs in very few cases, also at the end 
of the word, and there is no evidence of its deletion at the beginning or middle of the word. In 
Rastaq Persian dialect, sometimes we face the deletion of vowel-consonant or consonant-
vowel sequences. In this dialect, the deletion of the consonant-vowel sequence is more than 
the deletion of the vowel-consonant sequence.  

This research has investigated the phoneme elision process in the Rustaq Persian 
dialect. During this research, it is found that the process of omitting phonemes in the Persian 
dialect of Rustaq happens more. Therefore, more research may be done on the process of 
omitting consonants, vowels and semi-vowels in the Persian dialect of Rustaq separately. 
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